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STACKING CALLS BACK-TO-BACK

Managing your time well is a big key to handling your sales calls successfully. Time
management doesn’t mean you don’t take breaks either.  A piece of unexpected
advice for you: stop stacking calls back-to-back. Read on to �nd out why.

STACKING TASKS BACK-TO-BACK: WHY A BAD IDEA?
In sales, no-shows are indeed ‘a thing.’ For this reason, people often rely on no-shows
to have their breaks. This process is �ne, especially if you’re doing a lot of sales calls
with an odd day here or there that everyone turns up, in which case you just go with it.

But if this happens a lot, and everyone shows up day in and day out - or one or more
calls start taking longer than expected? This will throw out your entire schedule.

When it comes to mindset, some salespeople �nd “No’s” throw them off their game. If you
are someone who can relate to this happening, then you need to be really careful with
tight stacking of calls. 

CALL DURATION TIME MANAGEMENT
Review how  long your calls go on average.  For salespeople who follow a clear process
like NEPQ a standard call will go 35 to 45 minutes - with a good amount of objection
handling included. In this case, putting aside an hour per sales call is perfectly �ne
leaving a 15-minute break after you make the sale.

Buffers Are Important
Now, if you’re someone who’s prone to going long on sales calls - or want to have the
time to cover more with the client ...or if you know that someone’s going to put up a �ght
(which may take an hour and 15 minutes) then it's smart to have a buffer zone in place. 

A lot of people just open their calendar up for open slather. Just so you know, it’s not
the way to maximize your time and will also make you feel like you can’t do anything.

Booking too many sales calls over the top of each other just creates a snowball of stress.
So, in as much as its possible, just don’t do it. 
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Otherwise, say you’re �ve minutes late for one.  Then 10 minutes late for the next - and
now you're 15 minutes late, then 20 minutes late.  Ugh. Before long your whole
schedule is a wreck!

You want to completely avoid that snowballing effect. It’s no fun being halfway through
a call with one prospect and needing to reschedule the next call at the same time.
That kind of stress and awkwardness you can really do without.

SET UP CALLS SMART FROM THE START
Two sales calls back to back is �ne. But when you reach three, four, and �ve, it can get
rather tricky.

Insert a half an hour buffer. So one to 30 minutes, one to 30 minutes, one to 30 minutes.

When you do this, you give yourself time to recharge, relax, get your head on straight,
and do whatever you think you need to do.

Bear in mind you’ll also need to do administration tasks and reporting with each call.

Now you understand why it’s very important to give yourself the best chance of handling
all sales calls properly without adding time-stress because contrary to popular belief,
having a hectic schedule does not equate to a more successful result.
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Transform Your Sales Team,
Increase Revenue and Consistently

Hit Quotas with 7th Level

It’s time to consistently predict and exceed revenue goals. It’s

satisfaction and performance. It’s time to drop the Old Model of
Selling and embrace the New. Don’t let the competition pass you by.

BOOK YOUR DEMO NOW

Hiring an in-person sales trainer is costly and largely

and lasting results in your sales team’s performance.

Book a demo with one of our account executives
today to receive a personalized tour of our platform.

https://7thlevelhq.com/book-demo/


